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worse than another, and yet be as quick, or even quicker,,
at catching the drift of what he hears. What the teacher
has to aim at, then, is that in his pupils one of these two
powers shall not leave the other too far behind, that both
shall be acquired up to the standard needed for carry-
ing on a conversation easily, and for comprehending:
addresses or lectures without discouraging effort. We
may be a little more definite and say that the standard to*
aim at is a power to understand ordinary daily English
speech, and the speech of addresses or lectures of an
untechnical character, spoken at a normal speed. The
last point is important, and will help to determine the
methods to be suggested later for attaining this object, '
Understanding Written English
Our third aim was that of understanding written
English. f3y written is meant both the English of
ordinary correspondence and English in print. But here
our five special circumstances again counsel caution.
We shall be wasting time and trouble if we pitch our
standards too high. It is, for instance, cardinal that a
clear distinction be observed between writing that claims
to be literature and the common and commonplace writing
of daily life. To the literature of a foreign language the
ordinary pupil has to grow, and grow slowly, and often he
cannot hope to attain it at all. And in any case his
approach to literature should always be through the
mother language first. Besides this it is through a
mastery of ordinary commonplace English that the
surest path to literary appreciation lies. We may divide
the pupils that pass through our high schools into two-
classes, those who go on to the University and those who
end their forrwal education at the high school stage. But
for both classes the same principle holds good; for those
who enter on a livelihood on leaving the high school,
because working daily English is their prime need ; and
for those who aspire to appreciate English authors as
college students, because unless they appreciate common-
place English first they are less likely to> appreciate literary
English afterwards. To a foreign literature a prosaic not a
primrose path must be pursued.
The means by which the pupil can be best prepared

